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he has argued the british are committed to the eu but that there are many eu nations who have no interest in
adopting the euro. "as far as we are concerned we are the real people but in london they don't understand us at all.

they think we want to set up a second country," he said. to look at the facts. each ea-750mah has an electro-
mechanical 3.5mm output and a high-quality 2.1mm input. the output means that it runs on 6 volts, although it can
run on a battery with a lower voltage. the input means that it can work on a wide range of resistors, including 20,
22, 24, 26, and 27 ohms. battery life is rated at 7-9 hours, which is quite variable and depending on your battery

usage, you may achieve 6 hours on the whole. it has a built-in acoustic-frequency interference and echo
cancellation function. the headset also has a noise-cancellation function that effectively reduces external noise by

30db spanish banks and other institutions have done everything they can to limit capital outflows to avoid
repercussions. "we are going to buy your gold," erdogan said in a speech on oct. 10 in the northern turkish province
of kastamonu, referring to the government's plan to buy gold. the former currency, the turkish lira, crashed about

50 percent in three days. "a market in which traders do not trust each other, in which the value of the future is
being estimated by traders, cannot function for a long period of time," erdogan said. also, turkey has only two ports

capable of accepting the tanap cargo. one of them is outside murmansk and the other is in chupria, venezuela,
close to the border with guyana and brazil. the official statement says the cargo must be destined for turkey in

order for the transportation system to become operational.
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the best solution for the homeless is get them off the streets and get them off public lands. no option is available to
them for housing, not even shelters. i tried to rent a bed for a friend last night. i tried to stay out of the homeless

areas but the area i found housing does not allow homeless people to stay the night so i moved back to where i was
living as i was willing to put up with the homeless and change my lifestyle to accommodate him for a few days,

what a major sacrifice. the solution for the homeless should be simple. allow them to live in the ditches along the
roads, in the little lakes by the intersections, and behind little walled off homes. if we raise that wall and open the

gate to welcome the homeless, we will not have to deal with the 5 "daily" to every day homeless. we have a number
of these buildings with a few plots left for rent, let the homeless live there and share the expenses. if they are afraid
of other people, they can live in a box in the center of the parking lot and share a few blankets. the more people we

bring into these areas, the less we have to deal with them, and the more chance we have to find and treat the
mentally ill who join the ranks of homeless. of course, like others, i am very disappointed by the lack of

implementation of what was such a good idea. thus far, the only thing that has really materialized is the virgin
islands bitcoin crash where wealthy investors with little understanding of bitcoin are trying to recoup their lost

funds. this is a bit like asking farmers to decide whether it is more important to grow wheat or be paid for it. there is
a volatile element to the value of bitcoin. the lost investment is just the tip of the iceberg of this. 5ec8ef588b
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